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to begin with, we need to recognize the obvious risks of anything too heavy to carry on the back of a bicycle. it may just barely fit, but is it comfortable or safe? someone was killed recently when his sleeping bag filled with water while he was sleeping rough. it was, fortunately, only a
temporary sleeping bag. a more serious problem may well be that something bulky is pinching a vital nerve or artery, or occluding a blood vessel. in the worst case scenario, this could easily prove fatal. for example, their super-hydrophobic icebreaker 3-layer jacket was a hazard to climbers
suffering from hypothermia, particularly those who suddenly found themselves on an ice field or arctic glacier. youll find out what fits you best through the process of riding: touring bikes have various geometry parameters. youll only know if you fit on the bike if you take it out on test rides. i
tend to fit on the bike until i feel that the bike is just fine fitting, and then work out which size of road tyres i need. as for the frame, i went with the 54cm frame, which is not small by any means (but is only half a size larger than most of the others being offered). a 54cm size will fit both most
of the us and most of western europe, including france, the netherlands and germany. i chose the columbus frame rather than a frameset, but you can do that too, and i'm sure theres plenty of people out there wholl disagree with my choice. i went for a non-integrated fork, and its optional to

have a non-integrated headset, but a fully integrated one will be fine, too.
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it was a fantastic conference, and we bonded over a shared passion for bikes, spacers, geometry and touring…… some of the best people you can meet. i found myself looking to take advantage of their genuinely friendly and
outgoing attitude, so after going through the obligatory tour-biker-chattery-chattery, i drew a sketch for a bike i wanted to design. fortunately for those who took a shine to me, i was hired to design that bike, but i was given a

fairly wide latitude to do so. after a number of weeks of discussion, sketching, testing, drawing, cad, a few waves of the wand and some blood sacrifice, i was given a pretty good idea of what the shape and feel of the bike would
be. this is the stage 6 design i ended up with and which i travelled to italy with to run the world bike expo. i was fortunate to be invited to test it. chris at oxford bike works is one of the world’s most experienced expedition bike

builders, having developed his philosophy over several years. its all about first, quality and second, longevity. its about building a top-tier adventure bike rather than a racebike that can be raced. it wasnt a new bike for him, so he
had the benefit of being comfortable in using a lesser-quality component and a later build date. indeed, chris had three bikes in his workshop at the time of that first meeting, and all of his customers were long-term trips, not a
day-in and day-out race team. he was primarily building expedition bikes for the long haul, not sprints around africa. after the expo, i went home to australia and worked a couple of months on this bike. when i got back to uk in

june 2014, i had a space-frame and “final” design ready, but the frame wasnt to oxford’s standards. so i finished the frame and it was shipped to chris in england for a final build to make it a top-shelf tour bike. 5ec8ef588b
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